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Concept note
The label of “New Literatures” includes the literary productions of a geographically and
culturally vast and non-detached area that includes the former British colonies. The inclusion of
the US among these is debatable but the minority groups such as African Americans, Latin
Americans, Asians, and other Hyphenated groups from the US to be included in the New
Literatures group. In addition to that writers, such as Rushdie, who had uprooted themselves
from their native land and settled in the former colonial regime due to colonialism are also
included in this category. Although used as an umbrella term, “New Literatures” incorporates
very different literary products, each with its own cultural and geographical specificity.
New Literatures usually refers to modern experiments in style, narrative techniques, linguistic
experimentation, etc. (the means of telling a story rather than the content of the fiction itself),

certain thematic trends can be distinguished as well, reflected in the narrative and linguistic
experimentation. Among them are the relation of selfhood vs membership in a society; the
balance in the history and future prospects; the inner dialogue of the mind of the characters; and
of course, the rewards and dangers of moving away from tradition towards ‘individualization’.
Moreover, the search for a meaningful identity and a local cultural specificity to oppose to the
cultural assimilation of colonial rule or contemporary globalization is also one of the important
themes of New Literatures. These themes mark a new function for literature- not merely a
fictionalizing, story-telling function, but a social challenge to rethink the world around us from
time to time. New literatures joined a larger modern art movement to look at things carefully, to
give lesser importance to the past.
Writers of the New Literatures group look for a self-constituted identity and independence. In
this respect, the use of language is a predominant issue in postcolonial theory. On the one hand,
writers abandon the colonizer’s language in order to rediscover their roots. On the other hand,
the use of English implies the fusion of cultures because the meeting of two cultures, and in
particular the way in which an indigenous order has been absorbed by alien and intrusive values.
Writers regard language as a medium of power but instead of using Standard English, they
employ a national variety in order to reconstruct and deconstruct the English language.
In this volume, the focus will be on writings, written in English, from the former colonies of the
British Empire. Scholars are requested to submit their unpublished works on writers hailing from
Australia to Canada, India-Pakistan to the US (African Americans, Latinos, Asians and other
Hyphenated groups). The themes can revolve around the ones mentioned below but need not be
limited to them.


Women’s writing



Crime writing



Terror novels



Science fiction



Campus novels



Graphic writing



Disability texts



LGBT voices



Dalit writing



Slumdog narratives



Eco-narratives



Narratives of myth and fantasy



Philosophical fiction



Historical narratives



Postcolonial and multicultural narratives



Diaspora studies



Double Diaspora writings



Medical narratives



Migration writings



Writings on Urban scapes



Chick lit



Crick lit



Narratives on Call centers and corporate lives



Prison writing

The regular issues of GNOSIS will be released as per schedule i.e. October, January, April
and July.

Submission Guidelines
We accept original theoretical or research articles as electronic submissions via e-mail as
attached documents (Microsoft word only). All manuscripts must be in Font Times New Roman,
Size: 12, Line spacing: 1.5 spaced and submitted only as MS Word 2007/ 2010. All manuscripts
should strictly follow the MLA 8th Edition Style of Citation. The documents must include name
and affiliation details in the body of your submission. Submission must be in single attachment.
Subject line must be Submission of Poem/ Fiction/ Article etc. Submission e-mail must include
the statement claiming that you have read the submission guidelines, you agree to the policy of
the journal and that the submission is original and does not contain plagiarized material.

Format of the Research Papers:
Authors are requested to strictly follow the MLA 8th Edition style while preparing the
articles.
Authors are also requested to include the following in the format of their articles:
1. Full title with subtitle, if any. Times New Roman font, size 14, bold (not all capital letters)
2. Name and affiliation of the author/s.
3. An abstract of the article of about 100-120 words along with 4-5 Keywords.
4. Author/s should note that the main body of the text should be prepared in such a way that no
formatting is needed afterwards. Heading, sub headings and illustrations should be well
incorporated within the main body of the article. Times New Roman font, size 12 and justified.
5. The word-limit for Research paper is 4000 words inclusive of Abstract and Works Cited.
6. All portions of the articles should be single-line spaced.
7. Author/s should be careful regarding grammatical and typographical errors.
8. All essays submitted must be in English for review.
9. Full Plagiarism report of the Research paper duly checked in plagiarism software like
Urkund, Viper, Turn it in, Plag Scan etc.

Note: Do not decorate your submission with lines, borders, special characters etc., which
may lead to rejection.

Please mail your paper with the heading “Special issue on New Literatures”
to: arpitkothari85@gmail.com and
gnosisprintjournal@gmail.com

For more details please visit: www.thegnosisjournal.com

